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ROBESON CRUSO.

HE accepted first edition of Defoe's
' Robinson Crusoe' was published on
25th April, 1719, with the following
title-page: —

The / Life / and / Strange Surprizing /
Adventures /of/ Robinson Crusoe,/ of York, Mariner:
/ Who lived Eight and Twenty Years, / all alone in an
un-inhabited Island on the / Coast of America, near the
Mouth of/the Great River of Oroonoque;/Having
been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, where- / in all the Men
perished but himself. / With / An Account of how he was
at last as strangely deli- / ver'd by Pyrates. / Written by
Himself. / London : / Printed for W. Taylor at the Ship
in Pater-Noster- / Row. MDCCXIX.

The success of the book was immediate, a second
edition being issued in May, a third in June, and
a fourth in August, while on 7th October the pro-
prietors of the ' Original London Post or Heath-
cote's Intelligencer* began to reprint it, with
omissions, as a serial, for the benefit of their sub-
scribers. An unauthorised abridgment was also
issued by T. Cox from the Amsterdam Coffee-
House, much to the wrath of Defoe, who alludes
to it in the preface to 'The Farther Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe,' which, with his marvellous
quickness in composition, he published in August
of this same year 1719.
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ROBESON CRUSO. 205

The four editions published by W. Taylor, the
serial issue in the ' Original London Post,' and the
unauthorised abridgment are all the issues of the
first part of ' Robinson Crusoe' known to the
editors and bibliographers of Defoe as published in
1719. It is some years now since I was first shown
yet another edition bearing the same date, which
interested me and puzzled me at the time, and puzzles
as well as interests me still, though I am setting
out to expound a theory or hypothesis concerning
it which I believe to possess the primary merit of
a good hypothesis, that of accounting for all the
facts at present known. Even when a hypothesis
does as much as this, it is not necessarily true. I
must confess, moreover, that as I look critically at
my theory, I find it a little too elaborate to be
quite convincing. Such as it is, it cannot claim to
be the first in the field, as two other explanations
have been suggested, one by Dr. Laidlaw Purves,
the owner of the book, the other by my friend
Mr. Luther Livingston. I am indebted to both
of these predecessors for my knowledge of essential
facts, and more especially to Dr. Purves for lending
me the book itself, and also his collations of its
text with those of the four editions published by
Taylor in 1719.

When the owner of a rare book lends it for
examination and description, courtesy demands that
it should be spoken of as respectfully as truth will
permit. But it is part of Dr. Purves's own theory
concerning his find that it is too badly printed ever
to have been offered for sale, and there is thus no
heed to hunt about for a euphemism by which to
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2 o6 ROBESON CRUSO.

express the fact that we are concerned with a
scrubby little volume, very different from the well-
printed editions published by Taylor. It measures
156 by 96 mm., with type-page 136 by yy mm.,1 and
the text is printed in three different types, as to
which more must be said later on. Its title reads:—

The / Life, / And Strange Surprizing / Adventures /
of / Robcson Cruso,* / Manner:/Who lived eight and
Twenty Years alone/in an un-inhabited Island on the
Coast of/ America, near the Mouth of the Great / River
Oroonoque. / Who having been cast on Shore by Ship-
wreck, / wherein all the Ship's Crue Perished but / himself.
/ With an Account how he was at last taken / up and pre-
serv'd by Pyrates. / Written by himself and deliver'd to
a Friend. / London: / Printed for the Book-Sellers of
London and / Westminster, 1719.

The first point which calls for notice in this
title is that the hero is called * Robeson Cruso'
instead of * Robinson Crusoe.' ' Robeson ' is still
an existing surname, though less common than
both Robson and Robinson. As to the form
' Cruso,' it is curious to find that this was used in
an advertisement which appeared in the ' Daily
Courant' on the day of publication of Taylor s
first edition, and was repeated three days later
(28th April). This reads:—

The Life and strange surprizing Adven[tures] of
Robinson Cruso of York, Mariner, who lived 28 years

1 Collation: A-L1^ M6 276 pages, 41 lines to a page. Title
and prefacê , 2 leaves"; text, pp. [s]-276. Numbers 119 and 120
are repeated, 167 and 168 omitted. Text type, roman and italic,
66 mm., roman to space out ends of quires B, F and G, 82 mm.

1 Printed ROBESON CRVSO in italic capitals, with the use
of* V form of U.
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ROBESON CRUSO. 207

all alone in an uninhabited island on the Coast of America,
near the Mouth of the Great River Oroonaque, having
been cast on Shore by Shipwreck, wherein all the Men
perished but himself, with an Account how he was at last
as strangely delivered by Pyrates. Written by himself.

Thus, while agreeing with Taylor's title (save for
omitting ' o f before 'Oroonoque') in every other
respedt, this advertisement agrees with our puzzle
in the spelling ' Cruso,' and the same peculiarity
is found in other advertisements in ' The Weekly
Journal and Saturday Post' (Mist's) on 2nd, 9th,
and 16th May, and the ' Original Weekly Journal'
of 2nd May, the spelling ' Crusoe' first appearing
in the 'Post Boy' of 12th May. We are reminded
of the variability which spelling still possessed in
the early days of the eighteenth century by the
reappearance of the form ' Cruso' on the map in
the fourth edition, and in the engraved pi<5ture-plan
of the island (dated 1719) in the * Serious Reflec-
tions,' issued as a new attempt to make money out
of the success of the book, in 1720. Nevertheless,
the fa<5t that the spelling in the advertisements is
first ' Cruso' and afterwards ' Crusoe' may quite
possibly be due to something more than chance.
In any case, after Defoe's book had made a success
under the name of' Robinson Crusoe,' it would be
very unlikely that in any reprint of it this name
should be changed to ' Robeson Cruso.'

When we turn from the title-page to the text,
evidence that what Dr. Purves calls the ' O-edition'
represents an earlier stage of the book than Taylor's
first edition (T1) may be said to be abundant. On

u- almost every page one or more variant readings are
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208 ROBESON CRUSO.

found, and some of these variants are so much less
probable than the readings of T1 that it is incon-
ceivable that they can have been deliberately sub-
stituted for them.

Thus, on p. 18, in speaking of the forty pounds'
worth of merchandise which he exchanged for
gold dust worth £300 on his voyage to Guinea,
Crusoe in T1 speaks of it as ' such Toys and Trifles
as the Captain directed me to buy' ; in O, instead
of' directed,' the word is ' ordered,' which is quite
inappropriate to what was only advice.

On page 20 T1 reads:—

* At this surprising Change of my Circumstances from
a Merchant to a miserable Slave, I was perfectly over-
whelmed ; and now 1 look'd back upon my Father's
prophetick Discourse to me, that I should be miserable,
and have none to relieve me, which I thought was so
effectually brought to pass, that it could not be worse.
. . . But alas! this was but a Taste of the Misery I was
to go thro',' etc.

For 'perfectly' O reads 'strangely,' an adverb
which ran easily from Defoe's pen, but in this
case was merely absurd; for ' relieve' O reads
' help,' a word to which T1 manifests an unwhole-
some dislike; for ' so effectually brought to pass
that it could not be worse' O reads ' now come
to pass that I could not tell what to think,' a
curiously weak phrase in itself, and which leads
up very inadequately to the ' this was but a Taste
of the Misery I was to go thro' ' which follows.

It would be easy to multiply examples of this
kind almost indefinitely, but they take a good deal
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ROBESON CRUSO. 209

of space to explain, and might soon become tedious.
Two cases in which fafts are stated differently are
rightly claimed by Dr. Purves as decisive. On
page 24, when Crusoe is planning to get rid of
the Moor, he runs the boat out * near a League
further,' throws him overboard and tells him (not
in jest) that he is a good enough swimmer to reach
shore. Instead of 'a League' O reads 'a League or
2,' which, if a correction, would wantonly increase
the distance the Moor has to swim. On page 70
T1 gives the amount of powder which Crusoe
brings ashore as 240 lbs.; in O the quantity is
140 lbs., and as the powder is represented as last-
ing for twenty-eight years and then to have left
' a barrel and a half,' to be handed over to Crusoe's
successors, it is inconceivable that the amount
should have been deliberately reduced in proof-
correcling or reprinting, whereas to raise it from
140 to 240 lbs. would be quite natural.

When the idea that the O text is the earlier is
once entertained, confirmation of it may be found
on page after page. In quite a number of instances
we find Defoe slipping in the expressions ' I say'
(e.g. pages 15, 27, 53) or • In a word' (pages 38,
50, 53, 54) to link together the parts of an un-
wieldy sentence or bring out a point. Here are
two cases from the same page (53):—

(1) I do not wonder now at that Custom, viz. That
when a Malefactor who has the Halter about his Neck is
tyed up, and just going to be turn'd off, and has a
Reprieve brought to him: I say, I do not wonder that
they bring a Surgeon with it, to let him Blood that very
moment they tell him of it.

IV. P
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210 ROBESON CRUSO.

(2) I soon found my Comforts abate, and that in a
word I had a dreadful Deliverance.

In (1) the 'I say' makes the sentence much easier to
read; in (2) the ' in a word' prepares the mind for
the oxymoron of a ' dreadful deliverance.' Even
an abridger could hardly have been cruel enough to
leave them out for the sake of so insignificant a
saving of space.

In a very large number of instances, again, we
find Defoe inserting a graphic or explanatory touch.

O hear him say.
T1 (p. 10) hear him softly to himself say.
O They [the wild men] shall eat neither of us : and we

haul'd the boat, etc.
T1 (p. 28) they shall Eat neither of us ; so I gave Xury

a piece of Rusk-bread to Eat and a Dram out of
our Patroons Case of Bottles which I mentioned
before; and we hal'd the Boat, etc.

Where O says that Crusoe turned one of his jars
bottom up 'to show that ,it was empty,' T 1 adds
'and that I wanted to have it filled' (p. 35); where
O states that the Portuguese very kindly took
Crusoe in, T 1 adds (p. 37) 'and all my goods.' In
other instances we find small improvements in tenses,
eg.> p. 23, ' as soon as I had got some Fish I should
bring it home,' where O omits * had.'

Upon the evidence thus sampled and summarized
Dr. Purvcs concludes, and I cordially agree with
him, that his ' O' edition (' Robeson Cruso') is
textually earlier than the ' Robinson Crusoe' pub-
lished by Taylor. But now intervenes my friend
Mr. Luther Livingston, and on the ground that
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ROBESON CRUSO. 211

certain readings in which O differs from T 1 are
found also in Taylor's Third Edition (TJ) claims
that O must be reprinted from this, and therefore
& fortiori must be later than T1 . Mr. Livingston is
so sound a bibliographer that no opinion which he
has expressed can be lightly passed over. The faft
to which he drew attention is also both true and
intimately to the point. It is only fair, however, to
him to note that the opinion which he pronounced
was rather a hasty one, and avowedly did not aim
at covering the whole fa<5ts of the case. Against
the contention that O must be textually earlier than
T 1 because it contains readings which no sane
editor would have substituted for those of T1, he
set up the rival contention that O's agreement with
T J , in some cases where it differs from the first
edition, is a sufficient proof that it is later,
and he left the problem at that. In a word, he
did not attempt to solve the difficulty; he merely
enlarged it.

Let us look at the readings in which O and T J

are in partial or complete agreement as against T1.
I owe my knowledge of them to Dr. Purves's col-
lation, but, of course, take personal responsibility
for all those which I quote. All references arc to
Taylor's First Edition as reprinted page for page
(with an introduction by Mr. Austin Dobson) by
Elliott Stock in 1883 : as to this, however, see the
note on p. 213.

PAOB 6.
O would be the most miserablest
T1 will be the miserablest.
T3 will be the most miserablest.
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212 ROBESON CRUSO.

PAGE 7.

O 1651. T 1661. T3 1651.

PAGE 14.

T1 While we were in this Condition, the Men yet
labouring at the Oar to bring the Boat near the
Shore, we could see, when our Boat mounting the
Waves, we were able to see the Shore (O observe
the Shore, T3 see anything) a great many People
running along the Shore (O Strand, T3 Strand)
to assist (O help) us when we should come near,
but we made but slow way towards the Shore (O
Shore, T3 land) nor were we able to reach the
Shore, till being past the Light-House at fVintertont
the Shore (O Shore, T3 Coast) falls off to the
Westward towards Cromer.

PAGE 32.

O to seek for the Islands.
T1 to seek out for the Islands.
T3 to seek for the Islands.

PAGE 46.

O I went on Board in an evil Hour again, the 1st of
Sept. 1659.

T1 I went on Board in an evil Hour, the th of

T3 I went on Board in an evil Hour again, the first of
September, 1659.

PAGE 47.

O Guiana. T1 Guinea. T3 Guiana.

PAGE $6.

O and flung as many of them over board as I could
manage of their Weight.
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ROBESON CRUSO. 213

T1 and 1 flung as many of them over board as I could
manage for their Weight.

T3 and flung as many of them over Board as I could
manage for their Weight.

PAGE 74.
O of less Value but not at all less useful.
T1 of less Value but not all less useful.
T3 of less Value but not at all less useful.

PAGE 78.
O I could not write, or eat, or several things with so

much Pleasure, without z Table.
T1 I could not write, or eat, or do several things with

so much Pleasure without a Table.
T3 I could not write, or eat, or do several things with

so much Pleasure without a Table.

PAGE 81.
O All the rest of the Day.
T' All the rest of that Day.
T3 All the rest of the Day.

PAGE 83.
O with Stakes driving in to swing my Hammock upon.
T1 with Stakes driven in to swing my Hammock upon.
T3 with Stakes driving in to swing my Hammock upon.

PAGE 94.
0 I found the Air overcast and grew cloudy.
T1 I found the Air over-cast and grow cloudy.
T3 I found the Air over-cast and grew cloudy.
1 The copy of the 1883 reprint of Taylor's first edition here

reads ' which,' whereas the British Museum copy of the original
has ' with.' Similarly, on page 79, the reprint has ' that I must
come at them,' whereas the Museum copy reads ' that I might
come at them,' in agreement with O and T 3 . I have had no
opportunity as yet to ascertain whether these variants in the
reprint are simply slips, or whether different copies of T ' have
different readings.
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2 i 4 ROBESON CRUSO.

PACE 94 (2).

O and then began to abate, and then in two Hours
more it was calm.

T1 and then began to abate, and in two Hours more it
was stark calm.

T3 and then began to abate, and in two Hours more it
was calm.

In the next eighty pages only a single variant has
been noted in which O and T J agree against T ' ,
the latter, on page 112, printing * I had' instead of
* Had I,' a mistake which any compositor in
reprinting might have had sufficient sense to
correct. For the moment at any rate, then, let us
stop here and take these fourteen variants in the
first six sheets (pages 1-66) where we find O and
T 3 agreeing against T 1 , and see what we can
make of them. Two of them we may rule out
at once as belonging to the same class as that
on page 112, glaringly obvious errors of T ' ,
which might get themselves corrected at any
time that the book was being set up afresh.
These arc 'Guinea' for 'Guiana' on page 47 of T ' ,
and 'a l l ' for c at all' on page 74. That both O and
T J have the correct readings in these cases is hardly
an argument either that one must have been copied
from the other or that they must have had a
common original, because two different compositors,
reprinting independently from a text which had
the wrong readings, could so easily have made the
same correction. On the other hand, in three of
the remaining twelve passages, those on pages 6,
81 and 83, we find O and T J uniting in readings
which it is impossible to believe that any pair of
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ROBESON CRUSO. 215

compositors working independently could have
substituted for those of T x . ' Most miserablest,'
on page 6, is good enough English, but we cannot
imagine two compositors independently strengthen-
ing ' miserablest' by the addition of * most' of their
own accord, or weakeningc that Day' into' the Day,'
or turning ' Stakes driven' into ' Stakes driving.'

Secondly, we observe that on pages 56 and 94 (2)
whereas O differs from T ' in two readings in each
case, T 3 in one agrees with O and in the other
with T 1 . On page 56 T 3 reads 'flung' instead of
c I flung' in agreement with O, and ' for their
weight' instead of' of their weight' with T •. On
page 94 (second passage) T 3 agrees with T 1 in
omitting the second * then,' and agrees with O in
printing ' calm' without prefixing ' stark.' Hence
we are bound to conclude that at least in some of
their quires the textual order is (i) 'Robeson
Cruso,' O ; (ii) Taylor's third edition, T 3 ; (iii)
Taylor's first edition, T ' . But we know that as a
fa6t T 3 was printed two months later than T 1 ,
and we have thus to find a theory which will
reconcile this contradiction. The only theory
which can do this is one that derives T 3 from an
earlier stage of T ' , and O from an earlier 'stage
still. I venture, therefore, to suggest that O was
printed, in whole or in part, from the uncorre&ed
first proofs of T 1 , and that T 3 was printed, in
whole or in part, from the corrected proofs or
revises.

In the ninety-six pages with which we arc con-
cerned there are over one hundred and fifty variants
between T 1 and O. All of these readings of O I
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216 ROBESON CRUSO.

believe to have occurred on the first proof of T ' ,
and over one hundred and thirty of them to have
been corrected, in many cases undoubtedly and in
most cases presumably by Defoe himself, in the
course of proof-reading. Further corrections were
made on the revises, and these are the readings in
which T 1 differs, for the better, or at least with
intention, from both O and T*.

We have looked at most of these corrections
already; let us now examine the rest of them.
The first is that on page 7, where O and T 3 make
Crusoe to have gone on his first voyage in 1651,
and T 1 puts the date ten years later. Now there
can be no question that 1651 is right, and
1661, as the book stands, wrong. On page 74,
and again at the beginning of the Journal, it is
clearly stated in all three texts that Crusoe was
wrecked on 30th September, 1659, and he cannot
therefore have gone on his first voyage two years
later. More than this, there is on page 46 a dis-
tinct statement that the voyage to Guinea began on
the same day as he had gone on his first voyage
eight years earlier. In O and T 3 we have the
simple assertion* I went on board in an Evil Hour
again, the 1st of Sept. (first of September) 1659.' But
in T1 there are mysterious blanks,' I went on Board
in an Evil Hour, the day of .' Did it
not occur to Defoe in reading his revises that it
might be well to bring his story ten years nearer to
his own time, causing him to alter 1651 to 1661 on
page 7? Did he not hesitate when the question
came up again on page 46, and leave blanks till he
should have looked up what he had written else-
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ROBESON CRUSO. 217

where? Did he not then forget all about it and
leave 1659 on page 74 and at the head of the
Journal? 'Robinson Crusoe' is a very great book,
but it discloses many traces of the haste with which
it was written, and surely here are two of them.

Of all the variants with which we have to deal
that concerned with the storm off the coast of
Norfolk interests me most. As it stands in O, the
dry land at which the rowers were aiming is called
within the space of a few lines' shore, shore, strand,
shore, shore, shore.' It seems to have struck
Defoe that this was a little monotonous, and in
T3 the six words stand as ' shore, anything, strand,
land, shore, coast,' only two ' shores' being allowed
to remain. I think the • anything' made him
ashamed when he came to the revise, and I hear
him saying, ' What I mean is SHORE, and that's
what I'll call it,' and he set his teeth and called it
so six times over—' shore, shore, shore, shore,
shore, shore'—and let all honest men respect his
pluck.

After this we come to page 32, where O and
T3 read ' to seek for the Islands,' and T1 • to seek
out for the Islands.' Did not Defoe intend here
to replace ' for' by • out,' and did he not omit to
delete it clearly, so that the compositor simply
inserted * out,' with a resultant pleonasm ?

My last variant is dull. On page 94 Defoe pre-
ferred to use ' overcast' as an infinitive, and altered
* grew cloudy' to c grow cloudy' to match. I
cannot pretend that this strengthens my argument,
but it does not weaken it, and in all the other
passages I am bold enough to hope that the
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218 ROBESON CRUSO.

explanations I have offered of the variants may have
carried conviction. It is possible that some one
who accepts the order O, T ' , T 1 , as that of
the true development of the text, may be able to
hit on an ideally satisfactory explanation of how
this came about. The best I can propound myself
is that O (' Robcson Cruso') is a piracy set up, at
least in part, from a stolen set of first proofs of
T1 (Taylor's First Edition), and that T* (Taylor's
Third Edition) was set up, at least in part, not
from his First or his Second as printed off, but
from a nearly correct set of second proofs or revises
of the First.

In suggesting that O is a piracy I come into
collision with the argument that the book is too
badly printed to have been intended for sale, despite
its imprint: * Printed for the Book-Sellers of London
and Westminster.' As already noted, it is certainly
very badly printed, italics being used at frequent
intervals instead of roman type, presumably because
the supply of the latter was running short, and
three quires being made to join on to their suc-
cessors by the last paragraphs being set in larger
type, so as to space out the amount of copy to the
required length. Mr. Esdaile has kindly drawn
my attention to another narrative of shipwreck
('A New Discovery of Terra Incognita Australis,
or the Southern World, by James Sadeur, a French-
man, who being cast there by a Shipwrack lived
35 years in that country'), printed in 1693, in
which three different text types are used in
different quires; but the case of' Robeson Cruso'
is much worse than this. Again I have to explain
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ROBESON CRUSO. 219

why Defoe, who protested vigorously against the un-
authorized abridgment issued from the Amsterdam
Coffee House, makes no mention of this. My
theory is that the book was intended to be sold not
by the c Book-Sellers of London and Westminster,'
as it professes, but by itinerant bookpedlars in the
country, that for this purpose it was good enough,
and that a whole edition might have been sold in
this way without either Defoe or Taylor ever
hearing of it.

The only rival explanation is that Defoe, being
connected with several printing-houses through his
journalism, got ' Robinson Crusoe' set up as he
wrote it, as a modern author might get a book
type-written, not to sell it in this form, but to save
himself trouble in offering it to publishers. My
objections to this are that (i) under any conceivable
circumstances it would, either in money or time,
be an expensive thing to do, far more expensive
than to have had the book fairly transcribed; and
(ii) that to Have shown the book in such a form to
a publisher would have excited grave suspicions as
to its previous history, and thus have hindered
rather than helped its acceptance. It has to be
said, moreover, that after page 131 short passages
of Reflections are omitted in many places, and that
it is much more probable that a discriminating
pirate shortened the book by cutting these out
than that Defoe added them all in preparing his
first draft for press. For piracy from proofs I can
at least adduce the historic case of Richardson's
* Clarissa,' proofs of which, despite the fa<5t that they

"were set up in his own printing-house under
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stringent precautions, were sold successfully to
Irish pirateb. For an author of Defoe's standing
printing his book in a shabby edition, not intended
for sale, in order to find a publisher for it, I think
it will be hard to find a parallel.

For the supposition that Taylor's Third Edition
was printed, in part or whole,1 not from a
marketable copy of the First or Second Edition,
but from corrected proof-sheets of the First, I
can only plead that authors nowadays often bind
up revises and use them as working copies,
and that when the Third Edition came to be
printed in June 1717 it is quite likely that every
copy of the First had been sold. As late as
1719 we may say with confidence that when a book
was reprinted errors were more often introduced
than eliminated, and that to reprint from corrected
proofs of T1 might well have been thought quite
as good as reprinting from T*. But with this much
said I submit my theory to the correction of biblio-
graphers better versed than I can pretend to be in
the mysteries of the book trade in the early years
of the eighteenth century. One point, however,
appears to me to be beyond all controversy, that is
that the O Edition, whether it be explained as a
reprint of uncorrected proofs, Defoe's trial copy, or
otherwise, is textually earlier than any of Taylor's
editions.

ALFRED W. POLLARD.

1 It is obvious that if no corrections were made in the revise of a
quire, the revise and the quire as printed become indistinguishable.
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